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Mobile Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Computers anytime, anyplace. This long-term research goal is daily becoming more and more of a
focused reality. The mobiles are amongst us. And devices we carry around in our pockets are more
powerful than those on board the rockets that took the first people to the moon. But where are
we going, today? How should these handhelds,...
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Real World Camera Raw with Adobe Photoshop CS5Peachpit Press, 2010

	If you’re reading this book because you want to be told that digital really is better than film, look elsewhere. The term “digital photography” may still be in current use, but sooner rather than later, it will be replaced by the simple term “photography.” If you want to be told that shooting digital raw is...
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Smart Graphics: 6th International Symposium, SG 2006, Vancover, Canada, July 23-25, 2006, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2006

	The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2006 was held during July
	23–25, 2006, at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada. It
	was the seventh event in a series which originally started in 2000 as an AAAI
	Spring Symposium.


	In response to the overwhelming success of the 2000 symposium, its organizers...
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haXe 2 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Remember the olden days?


	I vaguely remember this odd box called a computer gradually conquering corners of my living room and bedroom. Can you recall those times? We would "use a computer" for some specific tasks, such as writing a letter.


	The term computer was quite popular back then. Now, the word is no...
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Operations Excellence: Smart Solutions for Business Success (International Management Knowledge)Palgrave Macmillan, 2008

	
		
			Achieving operative excellence is an important endeavor for all companies –
		
			it is the golden path that leads to increased value over the long term.
		


		
			By applying operative levers systematically and managing them
		
			correctly, companies are doing everything in their power to ensure that...
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Healthcare-Associated Infections in Children: A Guide to Prevention and ManagementSpringer, 2018

	With advances in technology and medical science, children with previously untreatable and often fatal conditions, such as congenital heart disease, extreme prematurity and pediatric malignancy, are living longer.  While this is a tremendous achievement, pediatric providers are now more commonly facing challenges in these medical...
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The Thyroid and Its Diseases: A Comprehensive Guide for the ClinicianSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is an up-to-date and comprehensive guide to all the common thyroid disorders that may be seen by internists, endocrinologists, nuclear medicine physicians, and endocrine surgeons.  While the fundamentals of thyroid hormone function and regulation in health and disease are well covered, the primary focus is on the...
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Innovate or Perish: Managing the Enduring Technology Company in the Global MarketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Essential reading for IP managers and corporate executives, Innovate or Perish is a new road map equipping readers with the principles and tools needed for their companies to compete in the emerging creativity economy. Edited by Edward Kahn, this seminal book includes contributions from seasoned intellectual property (IP)...
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First-Order Dynamic Logic (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1979

	This is a research monograph intended primarily for those researchers in
	Theoretical Computer Science interested in the areas of logics of programs,
	programming language semantics and program verification. It is also aimed at
	mathematically-inclined researchers in Logic, Linguistics and Philosophy,
	interested in a well-motivated...
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Arthroscopic and Endoscopic Spinal Surgery: Text and AtlasHumana Press, 2005

	The term “minimally invasive spinal surgery” was coined in early 1990 following publication

	of the first edition of this text entitled Arthroscopic Microdiscectomy: Minimal

	Intervention in Spinal Surgery, and subsequent establishment of the International Society

	for Minimal Intervention in Spinal Surgery (ISMISS) under...
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Field GeophysicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Although there are many different geophysical methods, small-scale surveys
all tend to be rather alike and involve similar, and sometimes ambiguous,
jargon. For example, the word base has three different common meanings,
and stacked and field have two each.

Measurements in geophysical surveys are made in the field but,...
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Principles of Ambulatory MedicineLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Updated for its Seventh Edition, Principles of Ambulatory Medicine is the definitive reference for all clinicians caring for adult ambulatory patients. It provides in-depth coverage of the evaluation, management, and long-term course of all clinical problems addressed in the outpatient setting. A major focus is on preventive care, grounded in...
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